
Let’s just say the Chinese do overtake America at this year’s 
Olympics in the overall medal standings for the first time in 
Olympic history would that have a devastating impact on our 
psyche? or would we just say oh well who cares about the Olympics 
anyway?

On the one hand I think a lot of people would probably lean 
toward the latter but I just can’t imagine the majority of 
Americans taking a lost like that to China, it’s one thing when 
it comes to overtaking us as the leading producers of white 
cotton T-shirts but to beat us at the Olympics..that would be 
like taking away our turkeys at thanksgiving..so, I can’t imagine 
us taking that lying down..can you?

But seriously, the Chinese are hell bent on taking that the top 
spot and they have a pretty good chance according to some 
observers..but I never bet against the US..NEVER.. no matter 
how good the opposition.

I know that all of us watching the Olympics are probably thinking 
what the heck are we going to do if the Chinese beat us in the 
number of medals, but I don’t know if the athletes at the 
Olympics right now are paying as much attention to the medal 
standings as we are. They’re just thinking about doing their best 
in their events.
I’m sure if at the end it turns out that China were to beat us in 
the number of medals that are won then the athletes will go home 
with crazy determination to better themselves.
I never bet against the US either.

I think your little tirade is filled with unwanted animosity. On 
a usual occasion, I would ignore stuff like this, but today I can 
not refrain from backlashing your load of crap. China’s Olympic 
Team is very industrious and unified. Of course they want to win. 
The Olympics is being held in their homeland. Did you not see 
their victory in Team Gymnastics? It was so emotional and 
meaningful. I was tearing up! I think any team deserves a top 
spot in the medal rankings, if they put one hundred percent 
effort and a lot of heart into the competition, don’t you? So 
stop worrying about whether or not your precious United States 
loses to another country because: One, you’re disrespecting the 
country that is hosting the damn Olympics, and Two, you’re 
missing the whole point of the Olympics.

[which leaves us wondering what the whole point of the olympics is.. we missed it too]

the internet IS wonderful


